
Case Study 

Downward communication with significant Managerial Skill to improvise performance and Team spirit 

IL & FS Skill Development Corporation Ltd. 

This is a case of IL and Fs skill Development Corporation where Mrs Mishra was the 3
rd

 line  Manager 

Training and Development and was looking after the Department of whole Eastern India. She was the 

direct reporting authority of Second line Managers who used to manage small teams of 5 junior entry 

level trainers each. But Mrs. Mishra was the soul authority to analyze the performances, feedbacks, 

outputs and to take decisions to bring in changes. 

So she found that the performance of some junior trainers was continuously degrading. She was not 

getting the right kind of feedback or solution from their immediate reporting authorities. So she decided 

to have an open door upward communication and she called for   all the junior entry level trainers for a 

meeting. In the first round everyone attended the meeting and all spoke out. In the second round of 

meeting, she refused the second line training managers to sit and she asked each junior trainer about 

the reason of continuous poor performance. Though all were not poor performers, still she had an open 

conversation with everyone. Maximum of them complained about in organized working style, over 

working, time stretching and the fear factor they have for their reporting authorities. They also 

complained about their complaining and harassing bossism of their bosses (not applicable for  all the 

second line managers ). The meeting was over cordially. A month latter when they had the next monthly 

review meeting ,she found all the poor – performers’ performances were escalated  to a great extent 

and when she talked to them, she got good feedbacks about their reporting authorities. Now it was the 

turn for the 2ndline managers and she was happy to see that they had no complains about their sub-

ordinates and they praised them for their better performance and mannerism. Now the whole team was 

integrated to be the star team of the year. 

 

Questions; 

1. What techniques Mrs.Mishra used to solve the problem? 

2. Do you think that the she implemented the right strategy? What other strategy do you suggest? 

3. Was Mrs. Mishra effective in her communication? Which technique did she follow? 

4.Do you think that open door policy is right to improve upward communication ? 

5.What problems do you think an open door policy creates ?Do you think many employees are reluctant 

to  use it?Give reasons for your answer. 

 

 


